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Participant Rating Results 

 

Attendance: 83                                         Respondents: 47 

 

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job. 

2. The description matched what I experienced in the session. 

3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills. 

4. Over all, this was a good session. 
 

 
 

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session. 

 

 As a first-time graduate instructor, I have learned a lot of tools to help me build my course in a way to encourage connection 

and engagement. Thanks—I was a little worried and now I have some direction. 

 Dynamic, engaging, humor infused, extremely relevant! 

 Engaging! 

 Excellent! 

 Excellent. But looking for workshop info (next session) for more specific info & ideas. 

 Excellent. Enjoyed it. 

 Eye catching, highly interactive, lots of info, but not overwhelming. 

 Fantastic speaker! Very informative! Very personable! 

 Good use & analysis of audience-provided examples. 

 Good. 

 GREAT INFO! 

 Great workshop! Amazing speaker! Thank you! 

 Great! “Get meta with students!” 

 He is a great speaker. Very engaging + helped clarify and simplify the information. 

 I appreciate the instructor being welcoming and validating our efforts in improving teaching. Great teaching to help us learn 

principles and apply them as professionals, without shutting us down in his teaching his content. 

 I appreciate the take-home handout to think of what we already do + what we could do for universal design. Thank you for 

helping me think of ways to take an assignment, offer specific rubric of requirements, but different ways to deliver the 

assignment. It makes learning applicable and creative. 

 I enjoyed how the speaker summarizes. I gained from the shared and participatory approach. 

 I loved that the examples came from the group here today. Questions throughout helped me reflect on what I do now & what 

I could do in the future. 

 I’m inspired. Thank you. 
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 Inspiring. 

 It was extremely engaging and I loved all the ideas that were shared and it really sparked some ideas for me to change my 

entire course. The biggest thing I’m going to do is to open up modes of learning + “10 & 2” set up. 

 It was very validating of what I’m already doing AND gave me new ideas that I can easily implement. 

 Left with a lot of questions—but that is good. Really self-reflecting on my teaching style. 

 Some good take-home ideas. Thanks. 

 This has changed my way of thinking. Baby steps to change +1. Thank you. 

 This was wonderful! 

 Useful, applicable info—I can make adjustments to classes now to better meet student needs. 

 Very engaging and motivating. 

 Very helpful, thank you! 

 Very helpful. 


